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Arheops is a balloon borne CMB experiment.
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It was built by an international ollabo-

ration, led by A. Benoit (CRTBT, INSU/CNRS, Grenoble, Frane), with several groups

from Frane, Italy, the UK, USA and Russia. Its goals were twofold. On the physis

point of view, it was aimed at the measurement of large sale (ℓ ∼ 20 − 200) CMB

temperature anisotropies in a region were the pre-WMAP data exhibited a gap. The

study of the polarisation of the galati emission was another important target, sine

it may onstitute an important foreground for the measurement of the CMB polarisa-

tion anisotropies preision measurements that are being planned. In parallel with these

physis objetives, Arheops was also set up as a test benh for onepts and dete-

tors for the Plank HFI instrument. In this proeeding, I give a brief summary of the

CMB power spetrum analysis and of the galati emission polarisation measurement by

Arheops.

1. Instrumental aspets

The key onept of the Arheops experiment's design is its use as a test benh

for the Plank mission High Frequeny Instrument.
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We used the same spider-

web bolometers, ooled by a similar

3He/4He dilution ryostat down to 100 mK.

In total, 21 bolometers were used in Arheops. They observed in four frequeny

bands. At 143 and 217 GHz, we had 8 and 6 hannels respetively, mainly for

CMB studies. At 353 GHz, 3 optis hannels were used, but for eah of these,

light was seperated into two orthogonal polarisation omponents, observed eah

by one bolometer. Finaly, one bolometer observed at 545 GHz, were galati and

atmospheri emissions dominate.

Eah hannel was fed by a doublet of bak-to-bak horns, ooled down to 10K,

a �lter (at 1.6K) and a third horn (at 100mK). This ooled optis is very similar to

that developped for Plank/HFI. It de�nes the angular and frequeny aeptane of

eah hannel. The detetors were plaed at the foal plane of an o�-axis gregorian

1.5m telesope. This telesope looked at the sky at an angle of ∼ 50 deg from

the suspension axis. Sine the gondola was rotated at two rpm during the �ight

with respet to that diretion, the telesope's observing diretion made irular

sans on the sky. The Earth rotation during the �ight, and to a lesser extend the
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Figure 1. The Cℓ spetrum from the Arheops data is shown on the left (for more details see

Ref 3 and referenes therein). On the right, we present likelihood ontours on the osmologial

parameters Ωtot and ΩΛ extrated from the Arheops spetrum alone (in the right oloumns) and

using in addition a prior on H0 from the HST Extragalati Distane sale projet (right olumns).

balloon drift, �nally enabled the experiment to over a large fration of the sky

in our �ights (typially, a �ight lasted for ∼ 12 hours). The typial beam patter

was slightly elliptial, with an average r.m.s of 12 armin. The pointing auray,

ahieved through a stellar sensor, was of the order of 1 armin. Arheops �ew

between Siily and Spain in 1999 for a tehnial test �ight, and then during the

2000-2001 and 2001-2002 winters from the Kiruna arti base, in northern Sweden.

The sienti� results are essentially extrated from 12h of night data taken during

the �ight from 07/02/2002.

2. CMB anisotropies

For the CMB analysis
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we used data from only two hannels, one at 143 and one at

217 GHz. A surfae of ∼ 15% of the sky was analysed in our CMB analysis, about

half of our total overage, to eliminate the regions losest to the galati plane. The

absolute alibration of the data was done using the osmi dipole (with an absolute

preision of 4 to 8%), and ross-heked using observations of the galaxy and Jupiter

(with relative preisions of ∼ 10% eah). Temperature maps and Cℓ spetra were

produed using three omplementary methods, whih produed ompatible results

(for more details see Ref. 3). Our published Cℓ CMB spetrum is shown on Fig. 1.

From this spetrum, we extrated onstraints on the osmologial parameters. For

the �rst time, CMB data, together with a prior on H0 from the HST was shown to

indiate a non zero osmologial onstant.
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We ross-heked our CMB maps with

external datasets (from MAXIMA and WMAP, when the latter beame available).
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(up to 10−20%)
Significant polarisation in dense galactic clouds 

Figure 2. On top we present a signi�ane map of the measured polarization (in standard devi-

ations). We obtained a high signi�ane on small galati regions. The bottom plot presents the

results of a searh for di�use polarized galati emission, performed using slies perpendiular to

the galaxy. The polarization we measure tends to be always perpendiular to the galati plane,

whih indiates a oherent orientation of the dust grains by the galati magneti �eld.

3. Galati emission polarisation

The 353 GHz data was alibrated absolutely using FIRAS data. Bolometri han-

nels were ross-alibrated to a relative preision of ∼ 2% using galati pro�les.

This analysis is desribed in Ref. 5. Its main results are summarized on Fig. 2.

From our observations, galati emissions ould onstitute an important foreground

for Plank/HFI CMB polarisation studies.
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